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R.A.F. MOVES IN WESTERN DESERT

The speed with which imperial air forces in the western desert are

advancing in close co-operation with land forces is revealed in a despatch
from a R.A.F. officer.

"We arrived at an airfield inside Libya at sunset on Wednesday after

driving continuously for ten hours over rough, stony ground.

"Early in the morning R.A.F. armoured cars reached the site - Just a

reference on the nap given them by the aerodrome location officer, who had

chosen it after a dangerous reconnaissance. As a precaution, armoured cars

went first and a short while later were followed by anti-aircraft batteries

and lewis guns.

"Our party arrived with the mobile operations room - complete with charts,

blackboards, telephones and wireless sets, water, provisions, and additional

aviation fuel to swell secret petrol dumps established on the previous day.

"The search for these advance aerodromes inside enemy territory has been a

hazardous job for a number of officers for many weeks. I went on one of these

trips a few days before the offensive opened. Compass bearings took us into

the forward area along the frontier, our car making runs backwards and forwards

across the 'skating rink’ surface of the clay pans which dot the desert. If

measurements are suitable, they make ideal landing grounds. Systematically,

we covered a large area checking the length with the car’s speedometer.

"As twilight faded our night fighters circled overhead, landing one by one.

It was a squadron scheduled to operate next day. Pilots gathered for a meal.

Water was boiled in the van, and soon these young men were refreshing
themselves with tea, bully and biscuits. These pilots had been operating
continuously since dawn, changing their base three times in four days.

"At half past five on Thursday morning, the engines of eight tomahawks

were being warmed up, and in half an hour the squadron was in the air. In a

few minutes they had disappeared on their first job. By nine o’clock enemy

ground units had been heavily raided three times by mixed formations of

American built Glenn Martins manned by South Africans and Blenheims of the

R.A.F. The attack was repeated at midday, and again at dusk. Wadis and

encampments between Acroma and El Adem were pounded repeatedly, dispersed
vehicles being riddled by bombs and shrapnel and many being set on fire.


